SUNBATHER: WHY CHOOSE US

THE COMPANY
 Sunbather is an Australian owed company with over 33 years of experience in the Solar Pool Heating








industry. Sunbather introduced Strip Solar collector into Australia and have been leaders in the industry
ever since.
We have representation throughout Australia and New Zealand.
As we are a true manufacturer with Australian owned operation, we ensure the highest quality from design
to installation. No other company in Australia manufacturers and installs their own product like Sunbather
does!
We are the exclusive manufacturer of the industries most proven solar collector, HiPec.
We comply with Australian Standards AS 3634-1989 and AS 2369.2-1993, and have direct involvement in
standard updates.
Sunbather are also leaders in Commercial Solar Heating and Thermal Blanket projects.
We are SPASA and SEIA members.
We comply with OH&S standards.

THE PRODUCTS + SERVICE
 Sunbather is the exclusive manufacturer of the unique Flat Loop Technology (FLT) solar, eliminating big fat,












ugly loops & unsightly panels on your clients roof. Other systems may have ‘flat ends’, but they are all an
afterthought, either plugged on or glued in - making for a huge number of joins and potential for leaks.
Ensure you request the ONLY true FLT ends from Sunbather.
We have the largest range of coloured solar collectors, along with colour-coordinated pipes & fittings. Our
pipe is coloured to suit your clients home, so we don’t have to cut corners and paint as an afterthought.
We don’t believe in using unsightly white pipes as standard.
Unique patented Kwik-Lok Manifolds & Retainers, made of Luran which is stronger than the standard PVC,
ensure a ‘Leak Free’ connection at the point where the majority of other systems will let you down.
Full control over systems using our new Opti Valve & System Anchor Fitting. Sunbather is the only system to
have 100% control over water flow & pressure to ensure your clients are achieving the best from their solar
systems.
Only Sunbather uses Manifold Trays to support the manifolds and solar connections. And in conjunction
with our new System Anchor Fitting, even in 20 years your clients pipes will be straight on the roof. Where
as others will be twisting and buckling, no doubt causing leaks.
One touch SunSwitch Solar Controller, with simple yet leading edge technology - allowing your clients to
manage their pools temperature.
Unique Punched Holes in the webbing ensure rainwater passes through and your clients roof remains free
of moisture build up & will not blow off in high winds. Only Sunbather can deliver this benefit!
Sunbather Silicone neutral curing roof adhesive to secure the collector, meaning an ultra strong bond and
no acidic contamination to rainwater runoff in gutters and water tanks.
Collector webbing is at the base of the tubes, not half way around. This allows full exposure to sunlight
throughout the day. We have been testing this method for over 20 years and if there was a better way,
we would be doing it!
Our tubing size is perfect! Sunbather’s testing over the past 20 years has proven that our solar tube size &
spacing provides for the most energy to be extracted from the suns heat. Bigger, fatter, more tubes, or
even oval tubes don’t work better - that’s fact!
Sunbather’s Customer Service is second to none! We have fully trained technicians, who have been
installing and servicing solar pool heating systems for many years. Our administration team is only a phone
call away should you require any product information.

Victoria Head Office & Factory:
2174 Frankston-Flinders Road
PO Box 107 Hastings VIC 3915
T: 03 5979 5777 F: 03 5979 3577
info@sunbather.com.au

Sunbather QLD:
Unit 46, 17 Cairns Street
Loganholme QLD 4129
T: 07 3806 5909 F: 07 3806 1398
qld@sunbather.com.au

Sunbather NSW:
Unit 5, 4 Gladstone Road Castle Hill NSW 2154
P.O Box 8201 BHBC Baulkham Hills NSW 2153
T: 02 9894 7550 F: 02 9894 6634
nsw@sunbather.com.au

